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Abstract. This paper presents the new and now open-source
version 2.1 of the REgional Model of INvestments and
Development (REMIND). REMIND, as an integrated as-
sessment model (IAM), provides an integrated view of the
global energy–economy–emissions system and explores self-
consistent transformation pathways. It describes a broad
range of possible futures and their relation to technical and
socio-economic developments as well as policy choices. RE-
MIND is a multiregional model incorporating the economy
and a detailed representation of the energy sector imple-
mented in the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS).
It uses non-linear optimization to derive welfare-optimal re-
gional transformation pathways of the energy-economic sys-
tem subject to climate and sustainability constraints for the
time horizon from 2005 to 2100. The resulting solution cor-
responds to the decentralized market outcome under the as-
sumptions of perfect foresight of agents and internalization
of external effects. REMIND enables the analyses of technol-
ogy options and policy approaches for climate change miti-
gation with particular strength in representing the scale-up of
new technologies, including renewables and their integration
in power markets. The REMIND code is organized into mod-
ules that gather code relevant for specific topics. Interaction
between different modules is made explicit via clearly de-
fined sets of input and output variables. Each module can be
represented by different realizations, enabling flexible con-
figuration and extension. The spatial resolution of REMIND

is flexible and depends on the resolution of the input data.
Thus, the framework can be used for a variety of applica-
tions in a customized form, balancing requirements for detail
and overall runtime and complexity.

1 Introduction

This paper presents the new and now open-source version
2.1 of the REgional Model of INvestments and Develop-
ment (REMIND). The focus is predominantly on the tech-
nical structure and the representation of processes in RE-
MIND. Further, illustrative results are presented. The inte-
grated assessment model (IAM) REMIND was originally in-
troduced by Leimbach et al. (2010b). This paper is an up-
date of previous documentations of the model version 1.5
(Luderer et al., 2013), version 1.6 (Luderer et al., 2015),
and version 1.7 (Model Documentation – REMIND – IAMC-
Documentation, 2020).

This paper is structured as follows: the rest of Sect. 1 pro-
vides an overview of REMIND as an integrated assessment
model; in Sect. 2, the regional and temporal resolution of RE-
MIND, its modular code structure, interfaces with other mod-
els, and the solution algorithm are presented; Sect. 3 provides
a description of the representation of different sectors and
processes; Sect. 4 shows some example results; and Sect. 5
discusses the strengths and limitations of REMIND.
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1.1 What are IAMs?

Integrated assessment models (IAMs) provide an integrated
view of the global energy–economy–climate–land system.
By asking questions like “Can the world still reach the 2 ◦C
target?” and, if so, “Under what socio-economic conditions
and applying what technological options?”, it is the goal of
these models to explore self-consistent transformation path-
ways of these highly interdependent subsystems. IAMs can
spell out a broad range of possible futures and their rela-
tion to technical and socio-economic developments as well as
policy choices. More specifically, IAMs are mostly used for
sustainable transformation and development pathway anal-
ysis and exploring climate policy and technology options.
Some IAMs are based on inter-temporal optimization as a
powerful and valuable methodological approach, as it en-
ables the derivation of optimal policies to be used as bench-
marks in the analyses of other policy options. These analyses
constitute an important part of international reports on cli-
mate change, including the works from the Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change (IPCC; Rogelj et al., 2018b) and
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) gap re-
ports (UNEP, 2019).

Shared by many IAMs, the Shared Socioeconomic Path-
ways (SSPs) and Representative Concentration Pathways
(RCPs) provide a common reference framework for assumed
socio-economic developments and greenhouse gas emission
levels (O’Neill et al., 2013). The use of SSPs helps to cover
uncertainties regarding technological development for re-
newable energy or fossil fuel availability but also social
and behavioural development like population growth, dietary
preferences, environmental awareness, or international coop-
eration.

The history of integrated assessment modelling dates back
several decades (van Beek et al., 2020), and a wide range of
different integrated assessment models are currently avail-
able. They differ in their level of detail, structure, solu-
tion method, and time horizon, and are continuously be-
ing developed, which makes categorization difficult (Krey,
2014). Nevertheless, some IAMs are derived from top-down
macroeconomic models such that a stylized energy system
is embedded into a macroeconomic modelling framework,
whereas other IAMs stand in the tradition of systems engi-
neering models and take a bottom-up perspective on the en-
ergy system, which comes at the cost of macroeconomic de-
tail. Hybrid IAMs (Hourcade et al., 2006) aim at combining
a solid macroeconomic framework with high process detail
of mitigation options. The latter is required to describe sys-
tem transformations that take path dependencies and explicit
technological development into account. By contrast, there
are some top-down models that are dedicated to cost-benefit
analyses of climate mitigation, requiring an even broader
modelling scope including climate damages, which comes
at the cost of any explicit representation of process-based
mitigation options (e.g. DICE, Nordhaus, 2010; and FUND,

Anthoff and Tol, 2013). Whereas process-based IAMs typ-
ically take a cost-effectiveness approach, in which a given
climate target is reached at minimal economic costs of cli-
mate mitigation, the REMIND model can endogenously rep-
resent macroeconomic climate change damages based on re-
cent damage function estimates (Kalkuhl and Wenz, 2020)
and can, thus, be used for cost-benefit analyses or least to-
tal cost analyses (as presented in Schultes et al., 2021) (see
Sect. 3.1.3).

1.2 What is REMIND?

REMIND is a modular multiregional model with a detailed
representation of the energy sector in the context of long-
term macroeconomic developments (see Fig. 1). REMIND
enables the exploration of a wide range of plausible devel-
opments and of possible futures of the energy-economic sys-
tem, investigating internally consistent transformation path-
ways. REMIND can be coupled to the land-use model MAg-
PIE (see Sect. 2.4.1) and the climate model MAGICC (see
Sect. 2.4.3) for a fully integrated assessment of the energy–
economy–land–climate system. In this paper, the version RE-
MIND 2.1.3 is presented and used for the production of out-
puts.

REMIND is implemented as a non-linear programming
(NLP) mathematical optimization problem. Its algebraic
formulation is implemented in GAMS (GAMS, 2020).
CONOPT version 3.17 (CONOPT, 2020) is used as the nu-
merically efficient solver for the NLP problem. R (R Core
Team, 2019) is used for code management as well as han-
dling of input data and post-processing. REMIND calculates
aggregate macroeconomic as well as technology-specific,
energy-related investments for an inter-temporal Pareto opti-
mum in the model regions for the time horizon from 2005 to
2100, fully accounting for interregional trade in goods, en-
ergy carriers, and emissions allowances. REMIND enables
the analyses of technology options and policy proposals for
climate change mitigation, along with sustainability chal-
lenges related to development, air pollution, and – via cou-
pling to MAgPIE (Dietrich et al., 2019, 2020) – land use.

The macroeconomic core of REMIND (Leimbach et al.,
2010b, a; Bauer et al., 2012b; Luderer et al., 2012) features a
multiregional general equilibrium representation of the Ram-
sey growth model (i.e. the investment share of economic out-
put is determined endogenously to maximize inter-temporal
welfare). This approach is well suited for describing pat-
terns of long-term economic growth (e.g. convergence be-
tween developing and industrialized countries) (Barro and
Sala-i-Martin, 2004), which are key drivers of energy de-
mand and, thus, emissions. The optimization is subject to
equilibrium constraints, such as energy balances, economic
production functions, or the budget constraint of the repre-
sentative household. The model explicitly represents trade in
final composite good, primary energy carriers, and, if certain
climate policies are enabled, emissions allowances. Thus,
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Figure 1. Structure of REMIND.

equilibrium refers to the balance in goods markets and in-
ternational trade, such as the global oil market. It is a valid
assumption for the decadal timescales considered in scenar-
ios and, thus, does not compromise the validity of the model
dynamics. REMIND is usually run in a decentralized mode,
where each model region is optimized separately and the
clearing of global trade markets is ensured via iterative so-
lutions (see Sect. 2.2).

The macroeconomic production factors are capital, labour,
and final or useful energy. A nested production function with
constant elasticity of substitution determines the energy de-
mand. REMIND uses economic output for investments in
the macroeconomic capital stock as well as for consump-
tion, trade, and energy system expenditures. The macroeco-
nomic core and the energy system part are hard-linked via
final or useful energy demand (input to the economy) and
the costs incurred by the energy system (output of the eco-
nomic part). Economic activity results in demand for energy
in different sectors (transport, industry, and building sectors)
and of different types (electric and non-electric). The primary
energy carriers in REMIND include both exhaustible and re-
newable resources. Exhaustible resources comprise coal, oil,
gas, and uranium. Renewable resources include hydro, wind,
solar, geothermal, and biomass. More than 50 technologies
are available for the conversion of primary energy into sec-
ondary energy carriers as well as for the distribution of sec-
ondary energy carriers into final energy.

REMIND uses reduced-form emulators derived from the
detailed land-use and agricultural model MAgPIE (Lotze-
Campen et al., 2008; Dietrich et al., 2019) to represent land-
use and agricultural emissions as well as bioenergy supply

and other land-based mitigation options. REMIND can also
be run in soft-coupled mode with the MAgPIE model (see
Sect. 2.4.1).

The model accounts for the full range of anthropogenic
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, most of which are repre-
sented by source. REMIND simulates emissions from long-
lived GHGs (CO2, CH4, and N2O), short-lived GHGs (CO,
NOx , and volatile organic compounds – VOCs), and aerosols
(SO2, black carbon – BC, and organic carbon – OC). It cal-
culates CO2 emissions from fuel combustion and industrial
processes, CH4 emissions from fossil fuel extraction and res-
idential energy use, and N2O emissions from energy supply
based on sources. Fluorinated gases (F-gases) and emissions
from land-use change are included exogenously with differ-
ent trajectories depending on the SSP and climate target.

In terms of its macroeconomic formulation, REMIND re-
sembles other well-established integrated assessment mod-
els such as RICE (Nordhaus and Yang, 1996) and MERGE
(Manne et al., 1995). However, REMIND is broader in scope
and features a substantially higher level of detail in the rep-
resentation of energy-system technologies, trade, and global
capital markets. Its comparative advantage is that the high
technological detail enables a more detailed exploration of
efficient strategies to attain an exogenously prescribed cli-
mate target (“cost-effectiveness mode”).

Scenarios developed with previous REMIND versions
have been published in numerous studies (Bauer et al.,
2012a; Bertram et al., 2015; Strefler et al., 2018a). REMIND
has also been part of various model inter-comparison projects
(e.g. ADVANCE, Luderer et al., 2018; CD-LINKS, Roelf-
sema et al., 2020; EMF-30, Harmsen et al., 2020; EMF-33,
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Bauer et al., 2018, p. 33; and SSP, Riahi et al., 2017) as
well as the international research initiative for developing
the SSPs. The scenario data are accessible via the databases
hosted at the International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis (IIASA; e.g. the IAMC 1.5 ◦C Scenario Explorer;
Huppmann et al., 2018). The scenarios and SSP framework
were used for international assessment processes (Rogelj et
al., 2018a; IPCC, 2019; The World in 2050 initiative (TWI),
2018). Some of these studies included dedicated diagnos-
tic exercises to assess the dynamic behaviour of the models
(Kriegler et al., 2015), or focused on comparing input as-
sumptions across models (Krey et al., 2019).

1.3 What is new in REMIND 2.1?

This paper introduces the new version 2.1 of REMIND. The
last comprehensive documentation of REMIND described
version 1.7 (Model Documentation – REMIND – IAMC-
Documentation, 2020). Since then, many new features have
been added to REMIND, and the model code has become
open-source. Flexible spatial aggregation for input data gen-
eration was introduced and enables a flexible spatial resolu-
tion in REMIND. The techno-economic parameters for most
technologies are updated to reflect the latest market data.
Bounds on developments until 2019 to reflect the latest de-
ployment and policy developments are introduced, and pol-
icy scenarios, especially regarding near-term developments,
are adjusted. Besides this, a more detailed representation of
the three demand sectors – building, transport, and industry
– enables both sector-specific analysis and analysis of the in-
terplay of different energy sectors and sector-coupling strate-
gies. Further novelties are the possibility to include an aggre-
gated representation of impacts in this version as well as the
possibility for imperfect capital markets.

1.4 Inputs and outputs of REMIND

REMIND uses a range of exogenous data as an input in order
to ensure the consistency of scenarios with historic devel-
opments and realistic future projections. Historical data for
the year 2005 are used to calibrate most of the free variables
(e.g. primary energy mixes in 2005, secondary energy mixes
in 2005, standing capacities in 2005, and trade in all traded
goods for 2005). Additional bounds for a select few vari-
ables, primarily capacity (additions), up through 2019 ensure
that the 2020 point of departure in current policy cases is
proximal to actual developments. The ability to also run the
simulation without these constraints enables important com-
parisons of model dynamics from 2005 to 2020 with real-
world developments. Technology parameters are projected
into the future, generally assuming a certain level of con-
vergence across regions in the long term. Projections of co-
herent future demographic and economic developments offer
population and labour trajectories from 2005 to 2100 (SSP
trajectories; Dellink et al., 2017; KC and Lutz, 2017). To

align with gross domestic product (GDP) trajectories con-
sistent with the population trajectories from 2005 to 2100
(see Fig. 2), as well as final and useful energy trajectories,
REMIND calibrates its production function as described in
Sect. 2.3.

Based on these input parameters, REMIND calculates in-
vestments into different technological capacities and capital,
price-induced adjustments of final energy use, the resulting
primary and secondary energy trajectories, emissions of all
greenhouse gases, and imports and exports of traded goods
until 2100. This enables the analysis of technology options
and policy proposals for climate change mitigation.

2 Code structure and general modelling philosophy

The REMIND code is structured in a modular way, with code
belonging either to the model core or to one of REMIND’s
modules. A module gathers all code relevant for a certain
topic and interacts with other modules or the core through
a clearly defined set of input and output variables only (in-
terface). The name of each module starts with a two-digit
number. Each parameter and variable of the REMIND code
follows a naming convention: a prefix indicates the type of
object (e.g. “v” for variables and “p” for parameters) and
whether it is only used inside one module (i.e. using the
module number) or as an interface with at least one other
module or the core (i.e. using “m”). For example, the vari-
able “vm_taxrev” is an interface between the “21_tax” mod-
ule and the core, whereas the variable “v21_taxrevGHG” is
only used inside the “21_tax” module. Appendix C gives an
overview of all modules used in REMIND. Each module can
be represented by different realizations. This structure allows
for both complex and simplified realizations of each module
as long as all interfaces (i.e. incoming and outgoing informa-
tion) between the modules and the core are addressed in a
consistent way. Different module realization configurations
can be selected depending on the research questions to be
analysed. For example, if the focus is on the fossil fuel sec-
tor, a realization with a detailed representation of this sector
would be chosen. In most other applications, another real-
ization designed as an emulator of the complex version with
less computational demand may be used (for more informa-
tion about the modular structure, see Appendix A in Dietrich
et al., 2019).

REMIND is run by executing scripts written in R, which
take the file “main.gms”, load configuration information, and
build the model, by concatenating all necessary files from the
core and modules folders into a single file called “full.gms”.
This paper focuses on realizations that are active in default
scenarios. More detail about all modules and their interlink-
ages can be found in the model documentation (https://rse.
pik-potsdam.de/doc/remind/2.1.3/, last access: 1 December
2020) (Luderer et al., 2020b).
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Figure 2. Global population and GDP trajectories for 2005 to 2100 for SSP1, SSP2, and SSP5, compared to historical data from the World
Development Indicator (WDI) and World Bank (2012).

2.1 Spatial and temporal discretization and input data
management

REMIND is an inter-temporal optimization model, deriving
an equilibrium solution of the world economy under the as-
sumption of perfect foresight. The spacing of time steps is
flexible. In the default case, there are 5-year time steps until
2060, 10-year time steps until 2110, and 20-year time steps
after that. The analysis of scenarios is typically focused on
the time span from 2005 to 2100, but the model runs until
2150 to avoid distortions due to end effects.

Moreover, the spatial resolution of REMIND is flexible. It
depends on the resolution of the input data, which is com-
puted separately from the GAMS code. Using the “mrre-
mind” (Baumstark et al., 2020), “mrcommons” (Bodirsky et
al., 2020), and “madrat” (Dietrich et al., 2017) R packages, it
is possible to generate the input data for any spatial aggrega-
tion of ISO-country-specific data.

By default, REMIND calculates results for the 12 fol-
lowing world regions: CAZ – Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand; CHA – mainly China; EUR – the European Union
and the UK; IND – India; JPN – Japan; LAM – Latin Amer-
ica; MEA – the Middle East and Africa; NEU – non-EU Eu-
rope; OAS – other Asia; REF – reforming economies; SSA
– sub-Saharan Africa; and USA – United States of America.
A detailed mapping of REMIND regions to countries is pro-
vided in Appendix B. Countries from the same territorial area
and/or similar development level and/or similar climate poli-
cies are merged into the same world region. Some countries
that are of specific interest regarding climate change mitiga-

tion (e.g. USA, China, and India) are represented individu-
ally.

For research projects focusing on specific areas or regions
(e.g. Europe and Australia), REMIND can be run with a
higher spatial resolution (i.e. more than the 12 global default
regions). By parallelizing the calculation of the individual re-
gions in decentralized optimization mode (see Sect. 2.2), the
computation time increases only moderately with increasing
spatial detail.

In practice, there are some limitations to the spatial res-
olution. First, it is not guaranteed that the model will find
an optimal solution for a new region. Second, for each new
spatial resolution, the plausibility of the results needs to
be checked (especially for very small countries), as some
country-specific peculiarities might not be fully captured by
the general model structure.

2.2 Solution algorithm

REMIND, as a composition of different modules and compo-
nents, is mathematically coded as a non-linear programming
model (i.e. a model with a single objective function and a
large number of side constraints). As such, it is computed
by the solver CONOPT, which seeks a local optimal solu-
tion. At the same time, REMIND is formulated as an inter-
temporal optimization problem. Time represents a separate
dimension within all equations – alongside the also ubiqui-
tous spatial dimension and further equation-specific dimen-
sions relating to factors such as technologies and emission
species – increasing the overall dimensionality of the model.
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The solution algorithm in the “80_optimization” module op-
timizes over all time periods simultaneously, thereby treating
time in the same manner as other dimensions. Individual so-
lutions are not guaranteed to be the global optimum, but the
stability of the solution is examined by running the model
with different initial values. Over the course of thousands
of experiments, unique solutions are nearly exclusively ob-
served.

While basic features of the solution algorithm underlying
CONOPT (inner optimization) are proprietary and opaque,
there is a second, more transparent layer to the solution struc-
ture (outer optimization). This is related to two algorithms
(Nash and Negishi mode) implemented in-house in order to
generate meaningful solutions from an economic point of
view. As part of the overall optimization problem, REMIND
searches for a distinguished equilibrium related to the trade
interaction between countries and regions.

REMIND follows an equilibrium concept that is based on
general equilibrium theory and the Walras law (Arrow and
Debreu, 1954; Debreu, 1970; Ewing et al., 2006). In Nash
mode (“nash” realization of the “80_optimization” module),
REMIND searches for an equilibrium solution that is char-
acterized by a set of prices for tradable goods which clear
all markets. Each region forms its own optimization problem
and trades with other regions in goods and energy resource
markets, but market-clearing conditions are not part of the
inner optimization itself. Instead, regions are subject to an
inter-temporal budget constraint. Regional actors start from
an initial price vector and choose their trade patterns, acting
as price takers. The regional solutions are subsequently col-
lected, and the price for the next iteration is adjusted based
on the surplus and deficits on the markets. Such Walrasian-
type price adjustment algorithms are commonly used, and
convergence is conceptually proven under generous condi-
tions. The implemented specification of the price adjustment
algorithm (see details in Leimbach et al., 2017) makes use of
parameters that play the role of price elasticities and help the
model to converge. In order to guarantee convergence, two
auxiliary mechanisms are applied: (i) anticipation of price
changes, and (ii) penalty costs depending on the change in
regional trade patterns over iterations.

Arrow and Debreu (1954) introduced two welfare the-
orems with the general equilibrium theory. The so-called
“Second Welfare Theorem”, in particular, states that the
market equilibrium can be determined from a Pareto opti-
mum solution. This finding provides the conceptual basis for
the Negishi approach, and the market equilibrium is deter-
mined from the social planner’s solution. Manne and Ruther-
ford (1994) first applied the Negishi approach in an inter-
temporal setting using a joint maximization algorithm (which
is similar to the present algorithm).

In REMIND in Negishi mode (“negishi” realization of the
“80_optimization” module), all regions collectively form a
single inner optimization problem where the weighted sum
of regional welfare is maximized. Regions trade in goods

and resource markets, and market-clearing conditions are
part of the inner optimization. Yet, within the outer optimiza-
tion (Negishi iterations), regions are evaluated separately and
the welfare weights are adjusted according to their inter-
temporal trade balance. This adjustment between Negishi
iterations continues until a Pareto optimal solution without
transfers is found. A solution is Pareto optimal if there is no
other allocation of income and resources that would increase
the welfare of one region without decreasing the welfare of
another. Lending and borrowing across regions is allowed,
but inter-temporal trade balances need to be equalized.

While both the Nash and the Negishi algorithm help to
find an equilibrium solution, the solutions generally differ.
Benefits of a Nash solution are a massive reduction in run-
time (due to the possibility of parallel computing, both the
baseline and policy scenarios converge within 1 to a few
hours, mostly depending on the specified module detail.),
and more flexibility in treating interregional externalities.
Learning-by-doing technologies are included by default and
cause an interregional spillover that is directly internalized
by the planner solution (Negishi mode) only. In Nash mode,
a subsidy on the investment cost of learning technologies can
be used to internalize this spillover externality (“globally-
Optimal” realization of the “22_subsidiseLearning” module)
(Schultes et al., 2018). Without internalizing the learning-by-
doing spillover due to the global technology learning curves,
Nash and Negishi solutions differ.

2.3 Calibration of the production function

REMIND uses a nested production function with constant
elasticity of substitution (CES) to determine a region’s gross
domestic product (GDP). The “29_CES_parameters” mod-
ule covers two options: the calibration of parameters of the
production function (“calibrate” realization) and the load-
ing of former parameters for this function (“load” realiza-
tion). Inputs at the upper layer of the production function
include labour, capital, and energy services. Labour is rep-
resented by the population at working age. Energy services
at the upper level are the output from a CES tree combin-
ing sectoral energy inputs from transportation, the building
sector, and industry. In turn, the demand for specific en-
ergy carriers at the sectoral level is also depicted through
individual CES nests. Each production factor in the vari-
ous macroeconomic CES functions has an efficiency param-
eter. The aim of the CES calibration (“calibrate” realization
of the “29_CES_parameters” module) is to provide the ef-
ficiency parameters of the CES tree for each time step and
each region. The changes in efficiency parameters over time
are tuned such that the baseline scenario meets exogenous
economic growth pathways (Dellink et al., 2017) and final
or useful energy pathways (see Sect. 2.4.2) in line with the
SSPs (O’Neill et al., 2013).

The calibration has to fulfil two constraints: an economic
and a technological constraint. The technological constraint
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requires the inputs of the CES function to yield the desired
output. At this stage, there is no economic consideration at
all. During a REMIND run, however, the model will strive to
find the most efficient solution in terms of costs. Therefore,
the second constraint is an economic constraint. The deriva-
tives of the CES function, i.e. the marginal increase in in-
come from increasing the considered input by one unit, must
equal the price of that input, i.e. the marginal cost.

The calibration operates in several iterations. In each iter-
ation, the nested CES function is adapted such that the ex-
ogenous final energy pathways and the exogenous GDP and
labour trajectories are matched. Each iteration only differs
from the others with respect to the prices that are provided to
the calibration, which are the feedback from the energy sys-
tem. The efficiency parameters converge towards a stable set
of values.

The economic constraint defines that the prices are equal
to the derivatives. Following Euler’s rule, the technological
constraint determines that, for homogeneous functions of de-
gree 1 (as is the case here), the output is equal to the sum of
the derivatives times the quantity of inputs. Combining both
constraints means that the output is equal to the sum of inputs
valued at their price. Thus, the prices and quantities given ex-
ogenously, combined with the two constraints, are sufficient
to determine all of the quantities of the CES tree up to the
last level with labour and capital.

For many assumptions regarding variables which influ-
ence the macroeconomic dynamic of REMIND (e.g. SSP
scenario), CES parameters already exist and can be loaded
(“load” realization of the “29_CES_parameters” module).

2.4 Interfaces with other models

The REMIND model can be coupled to other models that
have more detail in specific areas (see Fig. 3). The cou-
pling interfaces are usually soft links and lead to a consis-
tent solution by running the respective models after each
other and updating some information iteratively. The “En-
ergy Demand GEnerator” (EDGE) (Levesque et al., 2018)
models inform REMIND about final energy demands while
the “Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse Gas Induced
Climate Change” (MAGICC) (Meinshausen et al., 2011) cal-
culates radiative forcing and global mean temperature based
on emissions from REMIND. The interface with MAgPIE
(Lotze-Campen et al., 2008; Dietrich et al., 2019) enables
the analysis of consistent land-use scenarios.

2.4.1 Land use (MAgPIE)

From a climate protection perspective, two aspects of the
land-use sector are of particular interest: the supply of
biomass that can be used for energy production (possibly
with carbon capture and storage – CCS) and the total emis-
sions of the land-use sector. By default, REMIND uses sup-
ply curves for purpose-grown biomass, and exogenous pro-

Figure 3. REMIND and possible links to other models.

jections for land-use emissions and agricultural production
costs as described in Sect. 3.2.5. These projections have been
derived from the MAgPIE land-use model (Lotze-Campen et
al., 2008; Dietrich et al., 2019) for a set of the most com-
mon climate targets (Representative Concentration Pathways
– RCPs) and Socioeconomic Development Pathways (SSPs).
Only for these scenarios are the assumptions regarding the
land-use quantities in REMIND consistent with MAgPIE.
However, changing crucial parameters in REMIND (such
as the climate target or the availability of technologies or
resources) can have significant impact on GHG prices and
bioenergy demand, such that the assumptions regarding the
land-use parameters mentioned above would no longer be
consistent with the response of the land-use system. Thus,
to cover these potential deviations from the standard scenar-
ios, REMIND can be run in an iterative soft-coupled mode
with MAgPIE (Klein, 2015; Bauer et al., 2020), where RE-
MIND updates MAgPIE’s assumptions regarding bioenergy
demand and GHG prices, and MAgPIE, in turn, updates RE-
MIND’s assumptions regarding bioenergy prices and land-
use emissions and agricultural production costs. The itera-
tion is continued until changes between iterations become
negligible. The resulting scenarios are consistent regarding
the price and quantity of bioenergy and GHG emissions.

2.4.2 Deriving baseline energy demand pathways from
sectoral EDGE models

Energy demand pathways depend on numerous drivers and
constraints which vary across energy sectors (transportation,
industry, and building), as well as across sub-sectors. The
determinants of the demand for space heating and cooking
differ to the same extent as the determinants for steel and
chemical production. To limit the complexity of the model,
REMIND does not represent all variables and parameters
that would be relevant for the future development of energy
demand. Instead, detailed sectoral EDGE models (EDGE-
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Buildings, EDGE-Transport, and EDGE-Industry) produce
the final energy pathways. The baseline scenario of RE-
MIND, which assumes no climate policy, is calibrated to
meet these final energy pathways (see Sect. 2.3). In policy
scenarios, the demand would then evolve in reaction to the
effects of carbon prices and other price shifts.

The above-mentioned sectoral EDGE models are as fol-
lows:

a. EDGE-Transport

In addition to the default “complex” realization of the
“35_transport” module (see Sect. 3.3.1), REMIND can
run coupled to the EDGE-Transport transport model
(Rottoli et al., 2021).

To represent transport sector demands, EDGE-
Transport has been engineered, as a successor of the
“Global Change Analysis Model” (GCAM) transport
module (Mishra et al., 2013; Kyle and Kim, 2011), to
interface with REMIND. The detail required to model
fine-grained sector-specific dynamics would add too
much of a burden to the REMIND optimization routine.

The coupling with EDGE-Transport significantly in-
creases the level of detail in the technological and modal
choice. It also adds further criteria to the decision-
making process. Actual consumer decisions are gov-
erned by both tangible costs and other decision drivers.
The mobility consumer in EDGE-Transport is suscep-
tible to time invested in travelling (Schafer and Victor,
2000), range anxiety (Bonges and Lusk, 2016), inertia
of the infrastructure system (Waisman et al., 2013), con-
sumer lifestyles (Le Gallic et al., 2017), and the avail-
ability of modes.

The consistency between REMIND and EDGE-
Transport is achieved via two distinct steps. First, the
baseline demand for transport energy services in RE-
MIND’s production function is calibrated to the base-
line projections from EDGE-Transport for all regions
and time steps. Second, REMIND and EDGE-Transport
are solved iteratively to ensure consistency between the
prices and quantities of energy services required by
the transport system. In the iterative process, EDGE-
Transport informs REMIND about the market shares
gained by the different transportation technologies as
well as about the per-unit costs and per-unit energy in-
tensity of each node. On the basis of this information,
REMIND determines the volume of energy services’
demand for transport.

On the REMIND side of the coupling, transportation
demands are represented as strongly aggregated cate-
gories: transport is divided into passenger and freight
demand, which each include a short- to medium-
distance and a long-distance option. The aggregated de-
mands are accounted for in energy service units (ton

kilometre for freight and passenger kilometre for pas-
senger transport), as the benefit to households and firms
results from the amount of travelling and transported
goods. EDGE-Transport provides the initial configura-
tion of demand for each production factor for the model
calibration phase, where the set of efficiency parameters
is calculated for the baseline economic and technologi-
cal development scenario (see Sect. 2.3).

b. EDGE-Industry

Final energy demand for the industry sector is based on
trajectories tuned to conform to experts’ judgement of
future developments in the sector in the absence of cli-
mate change mitigation policies. The original 11-region
time series are disaggregated to the country level, ad-
justed to follow recent historic trends for a period until
the middle of the century, and again aggregated to the
desired regional resolution. REMIND is then calibrated
to meet these trajectories in the baseline scenario (see
Sect. 2.3).

c. EDGE-Buildings

The future of the building sector energy demand will
depend on manifold factors including demographic and
socio-economic trajectories, as well as climate, floor
space demand, and building components. Because of
the diversity of the relevant factors and the limited re-
sources to include them all in the REMIND model, for
computational reasons, building energy demand projec-
tions are split into a two-step process. First, the EDGE-
Buildings model (Levesque et al., 2018, 2019) – a de-
tailed bottom-up model for the building sector – is used
to project energy demand in the absence of climate
policy. The REMIND baseline scenario is calibrated
(see Sect. 2.3) to this trajectory. EDGE-Buildings pro-
jections are disaggregated both by energy carrier and
by energy service and can, therefore, be used to cali-
brate the different building sector module realizations
(see Sect. 3.3.2). Second, in the climate policy scenario,
building energy demand in REMIND reacts to carbon
pricing by adjusting the energy demand level as well
as the distribution among energy carriers, with a typ-
ically higher demand for electricity in climate scenar-
ios. Therefore, the EDGE-Buildings model is only run
before calibrating the REMIND model, not between
REMIND run iterations as is the case for the EDGE-
Transport model.

2.4.3 Climate (MAGICC)

REMIND calculates GHG emissions from different sec-
tors such as energy production, transport, land-use change,
and waste. To translate emissions into changes in atmo-
spheric composition, radiative forcing, and temperature in-
crease, REMIND can be coupled with the MAGICC 6 (Mein-
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shausen et al., 2011) climate model (“magicc” realization
of the “15_climate” module). Due to numerical complex-
ity, the evaluation of climate change using MAGICC is per-
formed after running REMIND. Iterative adjustment of emis-
sion constraints or carbon taxes allows for specific tempera-
ture or radiative forcing limits to be met in the case of tem-
perature targets.

2.5 Exploring scenarios – most common climate policy
scenarios

REMIND is able to explore a wide range of plausible devel-
opments in the energy-economic system using the concept
of perfect foresight. The model provides an integrated view
of possible futures of the global energy-economy system,
exploring self-consistent transformation pathways. The fo-
cus of these scenarios is on climate change mitigation in the
cross-sectoral context under consideration of technological
and socio-economic changes. However, these self-consistent
scenarios are not to be understood as forecasts but rather as
projections that depend on a broad set of assumptions, in-
cluding policies (Nakicenovic et al., 2000). Applying perfect
foresight is a powerful methodological approach to derive
first-best, benchmark scenarios for reaching climate targets.
These benchmark scenarios enable the analysis and compar-
ison of different policy scenarios and serve as the basis of
policy advice. Real-world investment decisions – by energy
corporations, for instance – are guided by expectation forma-
tion, which is typically based on inter-temporally optimizing
planning tools.

An alternative to the perfect foresight assumption is that
of adaptive expectation formation. This approach hypothe-
sizes that economic agents always assume that prices remain
constant and base their investment decisions on this simple
extrapolation. As prices change earlier, it turns out that some
investments went in the wrong direction (e.g. wrong tech-
nology) and adjustments are made in the next period. It is
well known that the adaptive expectation assumption leads
to cyclical investment behaviour, huge swings in prices, and
unstable technology deployment patterns. On the contrary,
the perfect foresight assumption implies a rational expecta-
tion equilibrium that leads to stable long-term development.

The perfect foresight assumption of REMIND holds for
various parts, not only inter-temporally but also across re-
gions and sectors (i.e. emission reductions happen first where
they are cheapest). However, at least as important as the pro-
vision of perfect benchmark scenarios is the ability of RE-
MIND to limit foresight and generate scenarios featuring im-
perfections. In this case, REMIND operates in a mode of
false expectations (e.g. regarding the stringency of climate
policies) to analyse pathways that are inter-temporally sub-
optimal. In a number of REMIND studies, such settings have
been applied, such as in the context of delayed action sce-
narios (Jakob et al., 2012) or limited technological availabil-
ity (Luderer et al., 2013). Moreover, the effects, if interna-

tional spillovers are not fully internalized in technology sup-
port policies, are implemented and discussed in Schultes et
al. (2018). Similarly, recent developments in REMIND ac-
count for the short-sightedness of certain agents, such as the
owner–renter relationship in the building sector (Levesque
et al., 2021) or consumer choice in transportation (Rottoli et
al., 2021). These policy scenarios do not have complete per-
fect foresight, only some element of foresight under scenario
constraints.

With different bundles of such scenarios, the model can
address various research questions. For each scenario, the
model calculates the cost-optimal investments in economy
and energy sectors by maximizing global welfare subject to
equilibrium constraints. By default, negative impacts of cli-
mate change are ignored (see Sect. 3.1.3 for options for rep-
resenting damages), but the representation of the full basket
of GHGs allows for the calculation of the temperature out-
come of each scenario.

Baseline scenarios without any explicit representation of
climate policies serve as benchmarks (for the comparison
with scenarios with climate policies), and they are used for
the final energy calibration. In addition, regularly computed
climate policy scenarios include scenarios following current
country plans (nationally determined contributions – NDCs),
national policies implemented (NPi), and stylized policy sce-
narios with different ad hoc assumptions regarding policy
stringency and burden-sharing, which are each described in
more detail below.

A scenario that follows the NDCs as submitted to the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) between 2015 and 2017 is implemented by a
stylized representation of technology policies and targets for
a few major regions and countries, and emission constraints
based on quantifiable country targets, achieved via iteratively
adjusted regional carbon prices. Both the technology tar-
gets and the emissions targets are implemented in a separate
module (“NDC2018” realizations of the “40_techpol” and
“45_carbonprice” modules). Most targets are implemented
for the year 2030, and a middle-of-the-road assumption is
taken for the extrapolation of policy stringency beyond that
year: sectoral targets are moderately strengthened, and car-
bon prices are assumed to moderately increase and gradually
converge until 2100.

The current policy scenario (NPi) is identical to the NDC
scenario until 2020 (via fixing of variables) but assumes that
policies fail to achieve NDC targets in 2030. Instead, carbon
prices are assumed to grow and converge more slowly, lead-
ing to emissions trajectories in line with bottom-up studies
on the effect of currently implemented policies (den Elzen et
al., 2019).

Stylized climate policy scenarios either assume an explicit
carbon price trajectory or a bound on cumulative emissions,
i.e. a budget on total CO2 emissions from 2011 to 2100 (in
Gt CO2). The most commonly used budgets rely on the IPCC
1.5 ◦C report (chap. 2, Table 2.2 in Rogelj et al., 2018b). By
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introducing a carbon price (see Sect. 3.1.4 on the implemen-
tation of taxation) which is iteratively (after each Nash or
Negishi iteration) adjusted until the carbon budget is met.
The carbon price transitions to the level consistent with the
long-term policy start after 2020. The carbon price adjust-
ment can be instantaneous (jumping to the new value within
one time step) or can occur with a period of gradual conver-
gence implemented as regionally differentiated carbon prices
(see e.g. Kriegler et al., 2018). In the latter scheme, develop-
ing countries initially face much lower prices but gradually
converge to a globally uniform price level. As a default set-
ting for REMIND 2.1, a carbon price differentiation accord-
ing to GDP per capita (purchasing power parity, PPP) values
in 2015 and a convergence of regional carbon prices until
2050 is used (see Fig. 4).

In 1.5 ◦C scenarios, peak warming is allowed to be at or
slightly above 1.5 ◦C, at median climate sensitivity (MAG-
ICC 6; Meinshausen et al., 2011), but returns to values be-
low 1.5 ◦C in at least 67 % of scenarios by the end of the
century (Rogelj et al., 2018a). With default SSP2 settings,
this is implemented via a peak budget of 900 Gt CO2 from
2011 until the time of net-zero CO2 emissions, with slightly
net-negative emissions thereafter so that end-of-century bud-
gets are around 700–800 Gt. For well below 2 ◦C scenarios,
the peak budget is typically set to 1300 Gt CO2. The peak
budget approach (Rogelj et al., 2019) is represented in RE-
MIND by a specific shape of the carbon price trajectory, with
a steep linear increase in the front-runner regions (see above
for the default regional carbon price differentiation and con-
vergence) until the peak budget is reached and a further slow
linear increase of carbon prices at USD 3 per year thereafter.
The timing of the peak year as well as the required carbon
price in this year are endogenously determined based on the
peak-budget value. Thus, scenarios with a high overshoot of
the carbon budget around mid-century and a large reliance
on carbon dioxide removal (CDR) in the second half of the
century, as are common when CO2 budgets are only specified
for the year 2100, are avoided.

To account for uncertainty in input data (parametric uncer-
tainty), REMIND is used in sensitivity analyses of techno-
economic inputs (Bauer et al., 2018; Giannousakis et al.,
2020b). REMIND is also used to run myopic scenarios (Lud-
erer et al., 2013), as well as in a stochastic version (Gian-
nousakis et al., 2020a) to account for uncertainty in the rep-
resentation of the energy–economy–emissions system, and
socioeconomic and regulatory uncertainty about the future.

3 System representation

In this section, the representation of different processes that
are implemented in REMIND are described. Most of the dif-
ferent aspects of the model are separated into modules of RE-
MIND and can be described by different realizations.

3.1 Macroeconomy

3.1.1 Drivers of economic growth

The macroeconomic core of REMIND features a multire-
gional general equilibrium growth model (Barro and Sala-
i-Martin, 2004). This model is well suited to describe pat-
terns of long-term economic growth (e.g. convergence be-
tween developing and industrialized countries), which are
key drivers of energy demands and, thus, emissions. Phys-
ical capital is a major driver of economic growth, and re-
lated investments are endogenous in such models. In each
period, the representative agent, endowed with perfect fore-
sight, has to make the choice of using output for consumption
or for investment, which is consumption tomorrow. Perfect
foresight is a standard assumption in economic models and
widely used IAMs (e.g. DICE/RICE, Nordhaus and Yang,
1996; MERGE, Manne et al., 1995; MESSAGE, Fricko et
al., 2017; WITCH, Bosetti et al., 2007). While in the real
world agents rarely have perfect foresight, using this con-
cept is a useful approximation in a context of models with
long planning horizons (see also discussion in Sect. 2.5).
When using the perfect foresight assumption to formulate
an inter-temporal optimization problem, the model is com-
pleted by components (technically – side constraints) that
help to reproduce real-world dynamics caused by imper-
fectly foresighted decision-making (e.g. adjustment costs for
the increase of the macroeconomic capital stock). In RE-
MIND each region maximizes its welfare subjected to a bud-
get constraint. The relevant equations are spread between the
“02_welfare” and “01_macro” modules. The sole realization
“singleSectorGr” of the “02_welfare” module implements an
utilitarian social welfare function. Social welfare is equal to
the discounted inter-temporal sum of utility, which itself is a
non-linear function of per capita consumption. Air pollution
generated by the energy system induces a welfare penalty.
The time preference rate, a parameter describing what con-
sumption in the future is valued at compared with consump-
tion in the present, and the inter-temporal elasticity of substi-
tution, a measure of the willingness to consume in the present
instead of in the future, determine the trade-off between con-
sumption today and in the future. While the discount rate
equals the assumed time preference rate, the real rate of inter-
est emerges endogenously according to the Keynes–Ramsey
rule based on the two preference parameters and the optimal
consumption growth rate.

3.1.2 Steady state and equilibrium

In economics, the long-term economic growth is called
“steady state”, meaning the stability of the evolution prob-
lem (note that, in contrast to physical sciences, steady state in
the context of macroeconomic growth theory means that key
characteristics of the system, such as the savings rate, and
income share of labour, remain constant, while the overall
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Figure 4. Regional CO2 price trajectories for the NPi and PkBudg900 scenarios for SSP1, SSP2, and SSP5.

economy still grows). If an economic system is stable, a de-
viation from the steady-state growth path leads to transition
processes that close the gap to the steady state (or balanced
growth path) asymptotically. During this process the markets
are in equilibrium (i.e. prices equal demand and supply) in
each time step. This ensures that basic accounting requests
are met (i.e. no loss of commodities at the global level). The
REMIND model is supposed to analyse transitions to a bal-
anced growth path in response to policies while market equi-
librium is ensured at each time (step).

The general equilibrium concept on which REMIND is
based is mathematically and numerically tractable and is
the fundamental theoretical framework of a majority of eco-
nomic models. It aggregates the independent decisions of
various economic agents so that production and consumption
are consistent, with a balance between supply and demand,
which leads to an efficient allocation of goods and services
in the economy. However, this concept also has some limita-
tions. On the one hand, there are strong assumptions like the
perfect information for all agents. On the other hand, unique-
ness and robustness of the equilibrium cannot be demon-
strated for a very general set of assumptions (Balasko, 2009).
The ability of REMIND to model long-term growth dynam-
ics and energy demands is hardly contained by limitations of
the equilibrium concept. Application of this concept is con-
tained to international trade interactions, while the dynamics
of long-term growth is mainly driven by preferences, produc-

tivities, technological change, capital accumulation, popula-
tion growth, and endowments (e.g. fossil resources).

3.1.3 Production and trade

The sole realization “utilitarian” of the “01_macro” module
implements the macroeconomic production, capital stock,
and GDP balance (or budget) equations. The production
function represents a system of non-linear equations or, more
specifically, a nested CES (constant elasticity of substitu-
tion) function with capital, labour, and final energy as in-
puts. Investments increase capital stocks which depreciate
according to the depreciation rate, labour is given exoge-
nously, and energy is produced at a cost. Generated eco-
nomic output (GDP) is used for consumption, investments in
the macroeconomic capital stock and energy system expen-
ditures, as well as trade, non-energy-related greenhouse gas
abatement costs, and agricultural costs delivered by the land-
use model MAgPIE (see Sects. 2.4.1 and 3.2.5). Tax revenues
are redistributed as a lump sum; thus, net taxes converge to
zero in the optimal solution (equilibrium point).

REMIND considers the trade of coal, gas, oil, biomass,
uranium, the composite good (aggregated output of the
macroeconomic system), and emissions permits (in the case
of climate policy based on an emissions trading system
(ETS), which is not the default but has been used in
some studies, most recently in Leimbach and Giannousakis,
2019). It assumes that renewable energy sources (other than
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biomass) and secondary energy carriers are non-tradable
across regions.

REMIND models regional trade via a common pool
(“24_trade” module). While each region is an open system
– meaning that it can import more than it exports – the global
system is closed. The combination of regional budget con-
straints and balanced international trade (enforced by market
clearing prices see Sect. 2.2) ensures that the sum of regional
consumption, investments, and energy-system expenditures
cannot be greater than the global total output in each pe-
riod. In line with the classical Heckscher–Ohlin and Ricar-
dian models (Heckscher et al., 1991), trade between regions
is induced by differences in factor endowments and technolo-
gies. REMIND also represents the additional possibility of
inter-temporal trade. This can be interpreted as capital trade
or borrowing and lending. Capital trade is linked to the export
and import of goods and energy, and is accounted for in the
inter-temporal trade balance. By directing the goods trade,
the capital market implementation affects the consumption.

To reconcile modelled capital flows and currently ob-
served patterns (Lucas paradox; Lucas, 1990), REMIND
represents capital market imperfections (“23_capitalMarket”
module). The default setting includes limitations on the
growth of debts and surpluses that each region can accu-
mulate within a 5-year period. As an alternative, a more
comprehensive representation of capital market imperfec-
tions is implemented. This realization considers imperfec-
tions in capital markets that, in addition to limits on debt ac-
cumulation, take risk markups on capital flows into account,
which make the lending of capital more costly for some re-
gions. Moreover, regionally differentiated preference param-
eters (so-called savings wedges) cover institutional imperfec-
tions and help to further reconcile model results of short-term
consumption and current accounts with observed data (Leim-
bach and Bauer, 2021).

3.1.4 Representation of taxes

REMIND includes different types of taxes (see Table 1), rep-
resenting existing energy taxes, emulating climate policies
via carbon prices or additional externalities for some tech-
nologies and processes. The representation of taxes is imple-
mented in the “21_tax” module. The overall tax revenue is
the sum of various components, each of which is calculated
using an analogous structure: the tax revenue is the differ-
ence between the product of an activity level (a variable) and
a tax rate (a parameter), and the corresponding product from
the last iteration (which is loaded as a parameter). After con-
vergence of Negishi or Nash iterations, the value of the tax
revenue approaches zero, as the activity levels between the
current and last iteration do not change anymore. This means
that taxes are revenue-neutral: the amount of potential tax
is always recycled and remains available for the economy.
Nevertheless, the marginal value of the variable (but not the

parameter) of taxed activities reflects the tax rate which leads
to the intended adjustment in the CONOPT solution.

3.1.5 Representation of economic damages due to
climate change

Research on the economic impacts of climate change is
rapidly evolving, and there is currently no agreement on how
exactly the effects of climate change affect the socioeco-
nomic system. Traditional damage functions affect the level
of output (e.g. in the DICE model; Nordhaus, 2017). Empiri-
cal studies are now providing new top-down impact estimates
with some evidence of possible effects of climate on growth
rates (Burke et al., 2015). Applications show that the result-
ing compounding effects lead to much larger social costs
of carbon and, as a result, more stringent mitigation action
(Glanemann et al., 2020; Moore and Diaz, 2015). Reflect-
ing this ongoing and open debate, REMIND uses a flexible
approach to account for different types of macroeconomic
damages.

Damages are included through a soft-coupled approach
explained in detail in Schultes et al. (2021). Emissions
from REMIND are passed on to the simple climate model
MAGICC (“magicc” realization of the “15_climate” module)
which calculates global mean temperature changes. These
are passed to the “50_damages” damage module where dif-
ferent damage functions can be chosen to calculate the
impacts. The reduction in output is passed back to the
“01_macro” macro module and is included in the budget
function as an exogenous parameter. In order to internalize
the damage, the social cost of carbon is calculated and in-
cluded as a carbon price. Updating the social cost of car-
bon iteratively yields the same solution that a fully endoge-
nous representation of climate and damages within REMIND
would. The soft-coupled approach has two advantages: first,
it allows more flexibility and complexity in the exogenous
damage module; second, it allows one to easily combine
damages with a climate target, reflecting that the available
damage functions only include certain types of climate im-
pacts (mostly productivity effects) and, in particular, omit
tipping points and other potentially high-impact processes to
be hedged against.

Currently, two different types of damages are imple-
mented. The first are level effects, represented by four dif-
ferent specifications (“DiceLike” realization): the function
as used in the most recent versions of the DICE model
(DICE2013R, Nordhaus, 2014, and DICE2016, Nordhaus,
2017), and two specifications from the meta-analysis of
Howard and Sterner (2017).

The second type of damages are growth rate damages
(“BurkeLike” realization). One realization used the original
empirical specifications by Burke et al. (2015). The resulting
GDP reduction of a one-off temperature shock is infinitely
persistent in this formulation. In addition, a specification in-
troduced by Schultes et al. (2021) is included, where the GDP
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Table 1. Types of taxes within REMIND, the reason for their inclusion, and the approach to their implementation.

Tax type Rationale Calculation and implementation

Bioenergy tax Represents negative externalities of
bioenergy plantation on land

The tax scales linearly with the bioen-
ergy demand starting at USD 0
at 0 EJ to the level defined in
cm_bioenergy_tax at 200 EJ; de-
termined as the tax rate (calculated
as multiple of bioenergy price) times
primary energy use of purpose-grown
lignocellulosic biomass

Greenhouse gas tax Main policy instrument for achieving
mitigation targets

Calculated as the tax rate times GHG
emissions

CCS (carbon capture and storage) tax Represents performance difference of
carbon stored in fuel vs. carbon in the
form of CO2 in geological storage

Calculated as the tax rate (defined as
fraction, or multiplier, of operation and
maintenance, O&M, costs) times the
amount of CO2 sequestration

Net-negative emissions tax Represents marginal damages of over-
shoot in emissions budget (and temper-
atures)

Calculated as the tax rate (defined as
fraction of carbon price) times net-
negative emissions

Final energy taxes in Transports Status quo of fuel taxation, with differ-
ent assumptions regarding convergence

Calculated as the effective tax rate (tax
minus subsidy) times final energy (FE)
use in transport

Final energy taxes in Build-
ings_Industry or Stationary

Status quo of fuel taxation, with differ-
ent assumptions regarding convergence

Calculated as the effective tax rate (tax
minus subsidy) times FE use in the sec-
tor

Final energy taxes in the Build-
ings_Industry or Stationary sector with
energy service representation

Status quo of fuel taxation, with differ-
ent assumptions regarding convergence

Calculated as the effective tax rate (tax
minus subsidy) times FE use in the sec-
tor

Resource extraction subsidies Status quo of extraction subsidies Calculated as the subsidy rate times fuel
extraction

Primary to secondary energy technol-
ogy taxes, specified by technology

Non-explicitly represented externalities
of different technologies (water use,
emissions of substances beyond SO2
and CO2)

Calculated as the effective tax rate (tax
minus subsidy) times the SE output of
technology

Export taxes Represent export barriers Calculated as the tax rate times the ex-
port volume

SO2 tax Represents air pollution externality Calculated as the tax rate times emis-
sions

High implicit discount rates in energy
efficiency capital

Mirror the overvaluation of initial in-
vestments vs. runtime costs by cus-
tomers

Calculated as the additional discount
rate times the input of capital at differ-
ent levels

Regional subsidy on learning technolo-
gies

Internalizes (only in Nash runs) the pos-
itive externality of the learning spillover
to other regions so as to arrive at a glob-
ally optimal solution (i.e. Nash solution
equivalent to Negishi solution)

Subsidy for a technology is the sum
over the regional capitalized benefits
of learning which corresponds to the
shadow price of the equation that de-
scribes the capacity build-up of this
technology. Conversion of this shadow
price to a monetary value (USD per
watt) is achieved by normalizing with
the shadow price of the budget equa-
tion.
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Table 2. Secondary energy carriers included in REMIND and the
sectors they are used in.

Industry Building Transport

Electricity x x x
Hydrogen x x x
Liquids x x x
Solid fuels x x
Gases x x x
District heat and local renewable heat x x

reduction has a finite persistence time only. This reflects the
high uncertainty surrounding the empirical estimates and the
possibility of future adaptation beyond historically observed
degrees.

Regional temperatures are obtained through statistical
downscaling based on Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project - Phase 5 (CMIP5; Taylor et al., 2012, p. 5) results
from the global mean temperature change pathway obtained
from MAGICC. The temperature downscaling is based on
the CMIP5 climate model ensemble and observed present-
day temperatures calculated from the University of Delaware
Air Temperature and Precipitation v4.01 data set (University
of Delaware Air Temperature and Precipitation, 2020). Ag-
gregation from gridded to regional temperatures uses con-
stant 2010 population weights (Jones and O’Neill, 2016). De-
tails are given in Schultes et al. (2021).

3.2 Energy resources and supply

3.2.1 General representation of energy conversion and
technologies

The core part of REMIND includes the representation of
the energy system via the conversion of primary energy
into secondary energy carriers via specific energy conversion
technologies. Around 50 different energy conversion tech-
nologies are included in REMIND. In general, technologies
providing a certain secondary energy type compete linearly
against each other, i.e. technology choice follows cost opti-
mization based on investment costs, fixed and variable oper-
ation and maintenance costs, fuel costs, emission costs, ef-
ficiencies, lifetimes, and learning rates. REMIND assumes
full substitutability between different technologies producing
one energy type. Table 2 shows the secondary energy carriers
included in REMIND and the sectors they are used in.

A few technologies convert secondary energy into sec-
ondary energy, namely the conversion of electricity to hy-
drogen via electrolysis and the reconversion via hydrogen
turbines, as well as the production of methanol and methane
from hydrogen.

In REMIND technologies are represented as linear trans-
formation processes that convert one or more inputs into one
or more outputs. In- and outputs can be energy, materials, wa-
ter, intermediate products or emissions, or labour inputs. The

number of in- and outputs is not restricted, and technologies
vary between in- and output characteristics. In the broader
system context, technologies and their deployment interact
via various budget constraints, which give rise to competi-
tion for resources as well as the potential to expand feasible
production possibilities. A model solution provides a set of
activities that is feasible with all constraints simultaneously.

REMIND specifies each technology through a number of
characteristic parameters:

– specific overnight investment costs that are constant
for most technologies and decrease due to learning-by-
doing for some relatively new technologies (see below);

– cost markups due to financing costs over the construc-
tion time;

– fixed yearly operating and maintenance costs in percent
of investment costs;

– variable operating costs (per unit of output, excluding
fuel costs);

– conversion efficiency from input to output;

– capacity factor (maximum utilization time per year) –
this parameter also reflects maintenance periods and
other technological limitations that prevent the continu-
ous operation of the technology;

– average technical lifetime of the conversion technology
in years;

– and, if the technology experiences learning-by-doing,
the initial learn rate, initial cumulative capacity, and
floor costs that can only be approached asymptotically.

REMIND represents all technologies as capacity stocks
with full vintage tracking. As there are no hard constraints
on the rate of change in investments, the possibility of in-
vesting in different capital stocks provides high flexibility for
technological evolution. However, the model includes cost
markups for the fast upscaling of investments into individual
technologies; therefore, a more realistic phasing in and out
of technologies is achieved. The model allows for premature
retirement of capacities before the end of their technological
lifetime, and the lifetimes of capacities differ between vari-
ous types of technologies. Capacities are phased out before
they reach the end of their technical lifetime by the optimiza-
tion if the value of their outputs is lower than the costs of
variable inputs, reflecting a situation of asset stranding. This
happens predominantly in “delayed” scenarios, which begin
optimization at a future point in time. Furthermore, capaci-
ties of conversion technologies age realistically from an en-
gineering point of view: depreciation rates are very low in
the first half of the lifetime and increase strongly thereafter.

In the sole realization “iea2014” of the “04_PE_ FE_ pa-
rameters” module, regional conversion efficiencies for all
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technologies and by-production coefficients of combined
heat and power (CHP) technologies are calculated from
the input–output relations provided by International Energy
Agency (IEA) energy statistics (IEA, 2016, 2021). In the sole
realization “on” of the “05_initialCap” module, each region
is then initialized with the vintage capital stock needed to
produce the reported energy flows. The conversion efficien-
cies for new vintages converge across the regions from the
2005 values to a global constant value in 2050. Furthermore,
for some fossil power plants, transformation efficiencies im-
prove exogenously over time to represent technological ad-
vances.

3.2.2 Representation of exhaustible resources

REMIND characterizes the exhaustible resources coal, oil,
gas, and uranium in terms of extraction cost curves (“31_fos-
sil” module). Fossil resources (e.g. oil, coal, and gas) are
further defined by decline rates and adjustment costs (Bauer
et al., 2016b). Extraction costs increase as low-cost deposits
become exhausted (Herfindahl, 1967; Rogner, 1997; Aguil-
era et al., 2009; Bauer et al., 2016a). In REMIND, region-
specific extraction cost curves relate the production cost in-
crease to cumulative extraction (Bauer et al., 2016a; Rogner
et al., 2012, p. 7).

More details on the underlying data and method are pre-
sented in a separate paper (Bauer et al., 2016b). In the model,
these fossil extraction cost input data are approximated by
piecewise linear functions that are employed for fossil re-
source extraction curves. In the “timeDepGrades” realiza-
tion, it is possible to make oil and gas extraction cost curves
time-dependent. This means that resources and costs may in-
crease or decrease over time depending on expected future
conditions such as technological and geopolitical changes.
This representation is demanding both numerically and with
respect to runtime. Therefore, the default “grades2poly” re-
alization of the “31_fossil” module emulates the supply gen-
erated by the time-dependent grades using polynomial func-
tions. For uranium, extraction costs follow a third-order poly-
nomial parameterization based on data of the Nuclear Energy
Agency (NEA); see Bauer et al. (2012a) for details.

3.2.3 Representation of renewable resources

REMIND models resource potentials for non-biomass re-
newables (hydro, solar, wind, and geothermal) using region-
specific potentials in its “core”. For each renewable energy
type, potentials are classified by different grades, specified
by capacity factors. Superior grades have higher capacity fac-
tors, which correspond to more full-load hours per year. This
implies higher energy production for a given installed capac-
ity. Therefore, the grade structure represents optimal deploy-
ment of renewable energy, first using the best sites before
turning to sites with worse conditions.

The renewable energy potentials of REMIND may appear
higher than the potentials used in other models (Luderer et
al., 2014). However, these models typically limit potentials
to specific locations that are currently competitive or close
to becoming competitive. The grade structure of REMIND
allows for the inclusion of sites that are less attractive but
that may become competitive in the long-term as the costs
of technologies and fuels change. This choice is dependent
on the model. The regionally aggregated potentials for so-
lar photovoltaics (PV) and concentrated solar power (CSP)
used in REMIND were developed in Pietzcker et al. (2014b)
in cooperation with the German Aerospace Center (DLR).
To account for the competition between PV and CSP for the
same sites with good irradiation, an additional constraint for
the combined deployment of PV and CSP was introduced in
REMIND (Pietzcker et al., 2014b) to ensure that the model
cannot use the available area twice to install both PV and
CSP.

The regionally aggregated wind potentials were devel-
oped based on a number of studies (Hoogwijk, 2004; Brückl,
2005; Hoogwijk and Graus, 2008; EEA, 2009; Eurek et al.,
2017). The technical potentials for combined on- and off-
shore wind power amount to 800 EJ yr−1 (half of this amount
is at sites with more than 1900 full-load hours). The total
value is roughly half as large as the maximum extractable
electric energy from wind over land area as estimated in
Miller and Kleidon (2016), and about one-fifth of the poten-
tial estimated in Lu et al. (2009).

The global potentials of hydropower amount to 50 EJ yr−1.
These estimates are based on the technological potentials
provided in the report from WGBU (2003) and the back-
ground paper produced for the aforementioned report (Hor-
lacher, 2003).

3.2.4 Representation of power sector and variable
renewable energy integration

The “IntC” (integrated costs) realization assumes a single
electricity market balance that is complemented by equa-
tions that implicitly represent challenges and options related
to the temporal and spatial variability of wind and solar
power. The core approach (Pietzcker et al., 2014b) is an ag-
gregated representation of technology- and region-specific
wind and solar PV (variable renewable energy, VRE) inte-
gration costs and curtailment rates (i.e. unused surplus share
of VRE electricity generation), which, since 2017, are pa-
rameterized with the help of two detailed electricity produc-
tion cost models (Scholz et al., 2017; Ueckerdt et al., 2017).
Integration costs consist of costs associated with short-term
storage deployment (batteries), long-term hydrogen storage
(electrolysis and hydrogen turbines), transmission and dis-
tribution grid expansion and reinforcement, and curtailment
of surplus electricity. These variables are linked via specific
equations to the shares of VRE generation, with higher VRE
shares resulting in higher requirements for storage and grid.
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The parametrization of these equations also takes the region-
specific temporal and spatial matching of electricity demand
and renewable supply into account, so that regions with bet-
ter concurrence (e.g. large noon demand peaks for air con-
ditioning) require less storage, and regions with higher ge-
ographical proximity of VRE resource and demand require
less grid investment. With higher VRE shares, depending on
the wind and solar share, the short-term (battery) storage and
long-term (hydrogen) storage requirements change to bal-
ance electricity demand and supply at all temporal scales. In
addition, operating reserve requirements are represented sim-
ilarly to a flexibility balance equation that was introduced for
the MESSAGE model (Sullivan et al., 2013). In a more de-
tailed representation, “RLDC” (residual load duration curve),
the REMIND model represents regional load and renewable
supply patterns in an explicit representation of RLDCs that
endogenously change based on regional VRE shares, exoge-
nous battery, and endogenous hydrogen storage, all of which
are again parameterized with detailed electricity production
cost models (Ueckerdt et al., 2017).

3.2.5 Representation of bioenergy – land use

The land-use sector is particularly relevant for climate
change mitigation because of its big share of global emis-
sions and its ability to provide the renewable and compara-
tively low-emission resource biomass. In REMIND, biomass
is used to produce electricity, heat, ethanol, diesel, and hy-
drogen energy sources. Some of the conversion routes are
equipped with CCS, which makes biomass an important
source of negative emissions (Klein et al., 2014b). The fol-
lowing types of biomass are considered: food crops con-
taining sugar, starch, and oil; lignocellulosic residues from
forestry and agriculture; and lignocellulosic grasses and trees
from short-rotation plantations.

The latter is assumed to play a more important role in cli-
mate protection than biomass from food crops because of
its reduced adverse side effects on the land-use sector and
the climate (food competition, deforestation, fertilizer, and
water consumption). Therefore, the resource potential for
purpose-grown lignocellulosic biomass is represented in RE-
MIND via detailed supply curves (Klein et al., 2014a), while
bioenergy from food crops is limited to today’s level. The
REMIND–MAgPIE coupling (see Sect. 2.4.1) also focuses
on lignocellulose from short-rotation plantations.

The resource potential for the three biomass feedstocks
is defined in the “30_biomass” realization of the “mag-
pie_40” module. The price for purpose-grown lignocellu-
losic biomass is calculated as a (linear) function of demand
according to the supply curves. The supply curves are ex-
ogenous to REMIND and have been derived in preprocess-
ing by evaluating the price response of the MAgPIE model
to different global bioenergy demand scenarios. Bioenergy
costs of purpose-grown lignocellulosic biomass are calcu-
lated by integrating the price supply curve over the demand.

Purpose-grown lignocellulosic biomass is the only biomass
resource that can be traded between regions in REMIND.
Residues from forestry and food production are available as a
limited low-cost lingo-cellulosic resource slightly increasing
over time with a constant price.

Land-use emissions are defined in the “core” as exogenous
trajectories for CO2, CH4, and N2O derived from MAgPIE.
They serve as emission baselines from which further abate-
ment is possible according to the GHG price using marginal
abatement cost curves (MACC). The MACCs for CH4 and
N2O are based on Lucas et al. (2007) (see Sect. 3.4.1 for de-
tails).

Agricultural production costs (excluding the costs of
biomass production) are also exogenous scenarios for RE-
MIND derived from MAgPIE and provided in the “costs”
realization of the “26_agCosts” module.

When coupled to MAgPIE, the following measures are
taken in REMIND to ensure consistency with the land-use
system: the supply curves are updated by shifting them ac-
cording to the price response of MAgPIE (Klein, 2015),
the exogenous projections for land-use emissions, and non-
biomass agricultural production costs are replaced with
data from the latest MAgPIE iteration. All land-use-related
MACCs are switched off in REMIND, as abatement is real-
ized in MAgPIE through changes in land-use patterns, tech-
nological change, and MACCs. Bioenergy trade remains in
REMIND. Biomass from food crops is harmonized with
MAgPIE in the preprocessing but is not part of the coupling.

3.3 Representation of energy demand sectors

3.3.1 Transport

The “35_transport” module calculates the transport demand
composition as a part of the CES structure. In the default
“complex” realization, transport demand composition is cal-
culated for light-duty vehicles (LDVs), electric trains, and
heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs), an aggregate category includ-
ing passenger non-LDVs and freight modes (Pietzcker et al.,
2014a). The three corresponding nodes in the CES transport
branch represent aggregated transportation demands in terms
of useful, i.e. motive, energy. The LDV node in the CES
tree is supplied by either electricity, hydrogen, or liquid fuels
with different conversion efficiencies, accounting for vehi-
cles with internal combustion engines, fuel cell cars, or bat-
tery electric vehicles. The shares of the different drivetrain
technologies are determined endogenously. HDVs can also
be powered by liquid fuels, hydrogen, and electricity; trains
are all electric. REMIND keeps track of fleet capacities and
accounts for additional costs per aggregated demand unit.

For a more detailed representation of the transport sec-
tor, REMIND can be run coupled to EDGE-Transport (see
Sect. 2.4.2) by choosing the “edge_esm” realization of the
“35_transport” module.
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3.3.2 Industry

The “37_industry” module models final energy use in the in-
dustry sector and its subsectors, as well as the emissions gen-
erated by them.

In the default “fixed_shares” realization, the final energy
demand is determined for the aggregated industry sector and
subdivided into four industry subsectors: cement production,
chemicals production, iron and steel production, as well as
all remaining industry energy demand (denoted “other In-
dustry”) using region-specific shares that are kept constant
at 2005 levels. Fuel switching (e.g. electrification) is enabled
based on final energy prices and elasticities of substitution of
the final energy carriers in the CES function.

In the “subsectors” realization, the energy demand from
industry is modelled explicitly for the four subsectors (ce-
ment, chemicals, and iron and steel, and all remaining indus-
try energy demand (denoted “other Industry”) in the nested
CES production function. The iron and steel sector is subdi-
vided into primary steel (from iron ore) and secondary steel
(from scrap). The production of cement and steel as well as
the value added from chemicals are derived via econometric
regressions models based on per capita GDP at the country
level. Steel demand is projected following the approach of
Pauliuk et al. (2013).

In all realizations of the “37_industry” module, three
marginal abatement cost (MAC) curves have been derived
from the literature for CCS in the cement, chemicals, and iron
and steel sectors (Kuramochi et al., 2012). A fourth curve
that does not differentiate between the subsectors was de-
rived from Fischedick et al. (2014). Subsector-specific MAC
curves for CCS are applied to emissions calculated from
energy use and emission factors according to the endoge-
nous CO2 price, to calculate industry CO2 emissions and
CCS. Process emissions from cement production are based
on an econometric estimate of cement production according
to Strefler (2014) and are included in cement emissions for
which CCS is applicable. Industry CCS costs (by subsector)
are equal to the integral below the MAC cost curve.

3.3.3 Building sector

The “36_buildings” module determines the demand for final
energy carriers necessary to provide energy services whose
production will, in turn, determine the welfare of the repre-
sentative consumer. In the default “simple” realization, the
heterogeneity of the demand is rendered through a nested
CES function with a high degree of substitutability among
non-electric fuels (e.g. heating oil and natural gas) and a
low degree of substitutability between non-electric fuels and
electric demand. The distinction between the non-electric
and electric energy carriers is motivated by the different uses
that can be made of these energy sources. While non-electric
fuels are mostly used for heating purposes (e.g. space, water,

and cooking), electricity consumption covers a wider range
of purposes (e.g. lighting, appliances, and cooling).

In addition to the default building representation, RE-
MIND can also include the more detailed building realization
“services_putty”, that distinguishes not only between energy
carriers but also across energy services with four categories
(“appliances and lighting”, “space cooling”, “space heating”,
and “cooking and water heating”). Energy demand is not
only depicted at the final energy level but also at the useful
energy level. The choice of energy carriers and technologies
for heating purposes is dealt with outside the CES function
to keep the physical balance between final and useful energy.
The choice is handled through a multinomial logit. The de-
tailed module also includes a trade-off between efficiency
investments and energy consumption for insulation, space
cooling, and appliances, and can represent efficiency poli-
cies. Furthermore, the module includes a representation of
the inertia dynamics at work in the building envelope invest-
ment cycle via a putty-clay formulation in the CES nested
function (Levesque et al., 2021).

The “services_with_capital” realization reproduces the
features from the “services_putty” realization with the ex-
ception of the specific inertia dynamics of the building enve-
lope investments.

3.4 Representation of emissions

REMIND simulates emissions from long-lived GHGs (CO2,
CH4, and N2O), short-lived GHGs (CO, NOx , and VOCs),
and aerosols (SO2, BC, and OC). REMIND accounts for
these emissions with different levels of detail depending on
the types and sources of emissions.

3.4.1 Greenhouse gases

REMIND accounts for all anthropogenic GHG emissions, in-
cluding LULUCF (land use, land-use change, and forestry),
and calculates the contributions from the majority of emis-
sions sources endogenously. The energy system provides in-
formation on the regional consumption of fossil fuels and
biomass for each time step and technology. For each fuel,
region, and technology, REMIND applies specific emissions
factors, which are calibrated to match base year GHG in-
ventories (Global Emissions EDGAR v4.2, 2013). Emission
factors for CH4 from the residential sector, and N2O from
energy supply are taken from Amous (2000, Table 1). CH4,
N2O, and CO2 from land-use change, fossil fuel extraction,
cement production, and waste handling have mitigation op-
tions that are independent of energy consumption and are cal-
culated in the core of REMIND. However, there are costs
associated with these emission reductions. Therefore, RE-
MIND derives the mitigation options from marginal abate-
ment cost curves (MACC), which describe the percentage
of abated emissions as a function of the costs (Lucas et al.,
2007). It is possible to obtain baseline emissions – to which
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the MACCs are applied – by three different methods: by
source, by an econometric estimate, or exogenously. Base-
line emissions for CH4 fugitive emissions from coal, oil, and
gas extraction and processing, are calculated by source using
region- and fuel-specific emission factors. The emission fac-
tors for CH4 fugitive emissions are derived using the emis-
sions inventory (Global Emissions EDGAR v4.2, 2013) and
the amount of fossil fuel extracted in each region in RE-
MIND in 2005. REMIND uses an econometric estimate for
CO2 emissions from cement production as well as CH4 and
N2O emissions from waste handling. In both cases, the driver
of emissions depends on the development of population and
GDP (as a proxy for waste production) or capital invest-
ment (as a proxy for cement production in infrastructure).
REMIND uses exogenous baselines for N2O emissions from
transport and industry, and for CO2, CH4, and N2O emis-
sions from land-use and land-use change based on MAgPIE
(see Sect. 3.2.5). CH4 and N2O emissions from open burning
are assumed to remain constant at their 2005 levels.

Emissions of other GHGs (e.g. F-gases and Montreal
gases) are exogenous and are taken from the SSP scenario
data set from the IMAGE model (van Vuuren et al., 2017).
REMIND does not represent abatement options for these
gases; therefore, emissions from the corresponding SSP and
RCP scenario best matching the target of the specific model
simulation are used.

3.4.2 Pollutants and non-GHG forcing agents

REMIND calculates emissions of aerosols and ozone pre-
cursors (SO2, BC, OC, NOx , CO, VOCs, and NH3) in the
“11_aerosols” module (sole realization “on”). It accounts for
these emissions with different levels of detail depending on
sources and species.

For pollutant emissions of SO2, BC, OC, NOx , CO, VOCs,
and NH3 related to the combustion of fossil fuels, REMIND
considers time- and region-specific emissions factors cou-
pled to model-endogenous activity data. BC and OC emis-
sions in 2005 are calibrated to the GAINS model (Klimont
et al., 2017; Amann et al., 2011). All other emissions from
fuel combustion in 2005 are calibrated to Global Emissions
EDGAR v4.2 (2013). Emission factors for SO2, BC, and OC
are assumed to decline over time according to air pollution
policies based on Klimont et al. (2021). Current near-term
policies are enforced in high-income countries, with grad-
ual strengthening of goals over time and gradual technol-
ogy (research, development, demonstration, and deployment
– RDD&D). Low-income countries do not fully implement
near-term policies but gradually improve over the century.

Emissions from international shipping and aviation and
waste of all species are exogenous and are taken from Fu-
jino et al. (2006). Further, REMIND uses land-use emissions
from the MAgPIE model (see Sect. 2.4.1), which, in turn, are
based on emission factors from van der Werf et al. (2010).

3.4.3 Carbon dioxide removal

In addition to CCS with fossil fuels and in the industry sector,
four CDR options are available: afforestation and reforesta-
tion, bioenergy with CCS (BECCS), direct air capture with
CCS (DACCS), and enhanced weathering of rocks (EW).
The first two are calculated in the core, whereas DACCS and
EW are calculated in the “33_CDR” module.

CO2 emissions from afforestation and reforestation are de-
rived from the land-use optimization model MAgPIE4 (see
Sect. 3.2.5). The trade-off between land expansion and yield
increases is treated endogenously in the model. BECCS is the
only CDR technology that provides sizable energy instead of
consuming it. The idea of BECCS is to turn biomass grown
on land carbon-negative by capturing the emissions arising
during combustion or the refinery process. BECCS can be
used for electricity, hydrogen, gas, or liquid-fuel production
with different carbon capture rates.

DACCS captures CO2 directly from the ambient air. The
techno-economic parameterization relies on the literature re-
view performed in Broehm et al. (2015). Besides capital in-
vestments and O&M costs, DACCS requires heat and elec-
tricity. In REMIND, natural gas or H2 can be used to gener-
ate the required heat. There is no explicit limitation to the
amount of carbon removal via DACCS; it is only limited
due to costs and the amount of energy and carbon storage
that can be provided. EW is based on the acceleration of
the natural weathering of silicate rocks, which is an inte-
gral part of the carbon cycle. In REMIND, those rocks are
assumed to be basalt, which is rich in phosphorus and potas-
sium and contains very low concentrations of trace elements.
The basalt has to be mined, ground to small grain sizes, and
spread on agricultural fields. The regional potential for car-
bon removal depends on the agricultural land and the climate
zone, as this process is faster in warm and humid regions and
amounts to a maximum of 4.9 Gt CO2 yr−1 removed (Stre-
fler et al., 2018b). Economic costs are at USD 200 per ton of
CO2 removed, including electricity and diesel for grinding
and transport. Due to the still large uncertainties especially
in the carbon removal potential, EW is only included in ded-
icated studies.

In all regions, an additional tax of 50 % of the current
carbon price is imposed on net-negative emissions to ad-
dress two aspects: firstly, as soon as total emissions turn net-
negative, carbon pricing no longer generates revenue but in-
stead requires net government spending; secondly, geophys-
ical constraints provide grounds for limiting the overshoot of
cumulative emissions budget. REMIND assumes the value of
50 % to balance the likelihoods that net-negative emissions
might be treated equally to emission reductions or not incen-
tivized at all, i.e. a tax of 100 % which would preclude any
revenues.

BECCS, DACCS, and fossil CCS compete for geolog-
ical storage. Effective cumulative storage capacities were
estimated to be half of the theoretical potentials given by
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IEA (IEA, 2008). Annual CCS deployment in each region
is limited to 0.5 % of total storage capacity, limiting the total
global CCS use to about 20 Gt CO2 yr−1 (values for SSP2,
which decreased by 50 % for SSP1 and increased by 50 %
for SSP5). To reflect the risk of leakage and the associated
possible costs, such as costs of improved safety criteria re-
lated to monitoring, reporting, and verification, and difficul-
ties due to public acceptance, which are all likely to increase
with deployment, the best estimate of CCS costs is increased
linearly such that costs are about 100 % or USD 30 per ton of
CO2 higher at maximum deployment.

3.5 Representation of other environmental and social
impacts

Tackling climate change will not only affect GHG emissions.
The deep transformation of the energy system, transporta-
tion, and industry provides both synergies and trade-offs with
broader sustainable development goals (SDGs) as defined by
the United Nations General Assembly (2015). As such, IAMs
increasingly try to capture the additional effects of climate
policy, most prominently air pollution (Rao et al., 2016; West
et al., 2013; Vandyck et al., 2018; Rauner et al., 2020) and
water use (Mouratiadou et al., 2018; Fricko et al., 2016).

REMIND explicitly models the following non-climate en-
vironmental outcomes: water withdrawal and usage associ-
ated with power generation (“70_water” module; Mourati-
adou et al., 2018) and air pollution emission (“11_aerosols”
module), concentrations, and human health impacts for all
sectors; the reader is referred to Mouratiadou et al. (2018)
and Rauner et al. (2020) for detailed descriptions of the
methodology. Furthermore, environmental and health im-
pacts of the power sector are represented through life-cycle
analysis (Luderer et al., 2019; Gibon et al., 2017b, a),
and consequences of mitigation policies for inequality and
poverty can be calculated in post-processing (Soergel et al.,
2021b). Increasingly, a broader set of social and environmen-
tal outcomes of climate policy and other sustainability mea-
sures is covered (Bertram et al., 2018), also making use of
the interface with the MAgPIE model (Humpenöder et al.,
2018). Linking the REMIND–MAgPIE framework to addi-
tional SDG-specific models allows for a fairly comprehen-
sive coverage of the SDG space and the modelling of sus-
tainable development pathways (Soergel et al., 2021a).

4 Outputs

REMIND provides an integrated view of possible future de-
velopments and their implications on the global energy–
economy system, enabling the exploration of climate pol-
icy options while fully capturing the interactions between
economic development, trade, and climate mitigation poli-
cies. In this section, model outputs from REMIND 2.1 for
the SSP1, SSP2, and SSP5 scenarios are presented. For each

of these assumptions regarding future development, a sce-
nario with current policy assumptions (NPi) and a climate
policy scenario restricting cumulative emissions to a budget
of 1300 Gt CO2 (PkBudg1300) and a budget of 900 Gt CO2
(PkBugd900) (counted from 2011, see Sect. 2.5) are shown.
This is an update of the previous SSP scenarios derived by
REMIND 1.6, reflecting the latest developments in the model
(e.g. changes in systems representation and spatial resolu-
tion, and an updated optimization start year such that policy
scenarios only start to diverge from 2020 onwards).

4.1 Emissions

Different socio-economic developments feature different
strategies to achieve the 1.5 ◦C target (see Fig. 5). While
CO2 emissions from fossil fuels and industry are reduced
by 70 %–80 % in 2050 in all scenarios, the deployment of
CCS increases significantly from SSP1 to SSP2 to SSP5. In
2100, the difference is even more pronounced. In an SSP1
setting, CO2 emissions are reduced by 90 %, and CH4 and
N2O emissions from land use are also much lower than in
the other scenarios due to a lower population growth than in
SSP2 and more sustainable lifestyles with less demand for
animal-based products. This also leads to less demand for
agricultural land and leaves room for regrowth of forests and
natural vegetation, thereby enhancing the land carbon sink.
The SSP5 scenario also assumes lower population growth
and, therefore, sees a similar land carbon sink and lower
CH4 and N2O emissions from land use than the SSP2 sce-
nario. At the same time, it features strong increases in energy
demands, relies more strongly on CCS, and, therefore, does
not reduce CO2 emissions significantly in the second half of
the century. In the SSP2 scenario, non-CO2 GHG emissions
from land use are hardly reduced and, therefore, contribute a
significant share to the residual emissions in 2050 and 2100.

While global GHG emissions in the SSP2 scenario are
reduced by 15 % in 2030, 80 % in 2050, and about 100 %
in 2100, the timing of emission reduction can vary strongly
across regions (see Fig. 6). In the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) regions of Canada,
Australia, New Zealand (CAZ); Europe (EUR); Japan (JPN);
non-EU Europe (NEU); and the United States of America
(USA), emissions have peaked already. In most other re-
gions, emissions peak only in 2020, as 2025 already sees
strong emission pricing across all sectors. One exception is
India (IND), where emissions only peak in 2025 despite am-
bitious immediate climate policies. Regional differences are
even more pronounced regarding the timing of net-zero emis-
sions. The EU, Japan, and the USA reach net-zero emissions
mid-century, closely followed by the reforming economies
(REF) in 2055, Latin America (LAM) in 2060, and China
in 2070. CAZ and NEU achieve emission neutrality only to-
wards the end of the century, and the remaining regions India,
the Middle East, and North Africa (MEA); other Asia (OAS);
and sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) retain some residual emis-
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Figure 5. Global GHG emissions by type for the 1.5 ◦C scenar-
ios (pkBudg900) based on SSP1, SSP2, and SSP5. The white line
shows net GHG emissions.

sions that are compensated for by net-negative emissions in
the other regions.

4.2 Energy

Socio-economic assumptions as well as climate policy strin-
gency strongly impact the evolution of the global energy sys-
tem (see Fig. 7). In scenarios without strong climate mitiga-
tion policies (NPi), fossil fuels will retain a dominant role
until 2050. Their dominance would also continue for SSP5
socio-economic assumptions but would be gradually reduced
in SSP2 futures and would be replaced by a rather diverse
energy system with similar contributions from wind, solar,
bioenergy, and fossil fuels in 2100 in SSP1. These structural
differences are partly due to alternate assumptions regard-
ing technology cost and resource availability across SSPs but
are also due to the main scale effect implying a more than
2 times higher total energy consumption in SSP5 compared
with SSP1. All NPi scenarios project a considerable amount
of wind and solar power to be competitive even without am-
bitious climate policies.

Ambitious climate policies lead to a complete transforma-
tion of the global energy system, with most of the transfor-
mation already complete by 2050. Coal is quickly phased out
completely in the power sector, and only a very small residual
use remains in the industry sector (partly enabled by CCS).
In SSP1 and SSP2, oil and gas use is also reduced to very low
levels by 2050. In SSP5, however, oil and especially gas use
continues throughout the century, enabled partly by CCS for
gas and by very high levels of carbon dioxide removal (CDR)

to offset the considerable residual CO2 emissions from these
uses. Across SSPs, renewables, especially wind and solar,
dominate decarbonized energy systems, and climate policy
in line with 1.5 ◦C results in twice as much deployment of
these respective technologies in each SSP compared with the
NPi scenario. More importantly still, deployment is strongly
accelerated, with very high growth rates for both technolo-
gies in the coming decades. Very high shares of wind and
solar in total primary energy supply in policy scenarios are
enabled by stronger and accelerated electrification of all end-
use sectors. Nuclear plays no relevant role in climate policy
scenarios with SSP1 or SSP2 socio-economic assumptions,
but it plays an important niche role in the SSP5 variant, where
very high electricity demands in some regions surpass the
generation potentials assumed for wind and solar. Therefore,
nuclear power, while not providing larger shares to global
electricity production than today, is massively scaled up in
such a scenario in absolute terms. The use of biomass, hy-
dro power, and geothermal energy is relatively similar across
SSP policy scenarios, mainly caused by supply constraints
for these options.

The key role of energy efficiency measures for climate
mitigation is best illustrated by the reduction in final energy
demands when comparing each of the mitigation scenarios
to the corresponding NPi scenario (see Fig. 8). The reduc-
tion in final energy due to climate policy is strongest in the
next few decades when the energy system is in transforma-
tion, whereas it is less pronounced once the transformation
is completed. As a consequence, the SSP2 and especially
SSP5 mitigation scenarios project substantially higher total
final energy demands than today for the end of the century,
whereas the SSP1 scenario stabilizes FE demand at approxi-
mately the current level. In terms of the sectoral composition
of final energy, neither the socio-economic assumption nor
the climate policy has a strong impact, with the exception of
the noticeable higher share of transport for the very high final
energy demands in SSP5. Mitigation in all sectors involves
accelerated electrification (Luderer et al., 2018), although the
absolute level of electrification that can be reached varies by
both sector and SSP.

5 Conclusions

As REMIND is a multiregional model of the energy-
economic system, it is well equipped to capture the inter-
actions between the energy transformation in response to
climate policies and economic development. Full macroe-
conomic integration is particularly valuable for the assess-
ment of effects of climate policies on the scarcity of energy
carriers, demand response, structural changes, investments,
macroeconomic costs, and their regional distribution.

The central strength of REMIND with its perfect fore-
sight is its ability to calculate first-best mitigation strate-
gies that provide benchmark development scenarios with de-
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Figure 6. Regional total GHG emissions by type for the 1.5 ◦C scenario (pkBudg900) of SSP2 with historical data from PRIMAPhist
(Gütschow et al., 2016).

Figure 7. Primary energy mixes by carrier for the NPi and pkBudg900 (1.5 ◦C) scenario of SSP1, SSP2, and SSP5.
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Figure 8. Final energy mixes for sectors by carrier for the NPi and pkBudg900 (1.5 ◦C) scenarios of SSP1, SSP2, and SSP5.

tailed representation of the key dynamics related to the scale-
up of novel technologies and integration constraints in the
power sector. These benchmark scenarios allow for compar-
ison with mitigation scenarios under second-best policy set-
tings (regional or sectoral fragmentation) or technology con-
straints.

Within some numerical restrictions, the flexible spatial
resolution of REMIND enables the exploration of transfor-
mation pathways of the energy-economic system for specific
countries or global regions (e.g. Europe).

Due to the simultaneous solution of the macroeconomy
and the detailed energy system, as well as inter-temporal
optimization and several non-linear equations in the model,
the computational effort for solving REMIND is substantial.
This level of computational complexity also puts an upper
limit on the amount of detail that can be represented in the
model.

However, the modular structure of REMIND enables de-
tailed analysis of a specific part of the model (e.g. fossil
fuel extraction) tailored to the research question without in-
creasing the numerical burden of the default model. In addi-
tion, the feasibility to link REMIND with other models (e.g.
EDGE, MAgPIE, and MAGICC) guarantees consistent de-
tailed results with a small increase in model complexity.
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Appendix A: Comparison with historical data

REMIND generates scenarios that are under no circum-
stances to be understood as forecasts. It generates possi-
ble future projections conditional on specific assumptions
that serve as benchmarks (due to perfect foresight and inter-
temporal optimization) for policy advice. It is not the primary
purpose of REMIND, nor any model with a distinct norma-
tive component, to reproduce past development. This does
not mean that there is no validation of the model. For ex-
ample, the REMIND model replicates a set of stylized facts
of macroeconomic growth and their interrelationship with
energy demand (Kriegler et al., 2017). However, the vali-
dation criteria are softer and more difficult to define than
for purely descriptive and geophysical models. Therefore,
one focus is to match short-term trends. REMIND includes
bounds (e.g. capacity of technologies) to emulate the near-
term future. As pointed out by Schwanitz (2013), validation
of IAMs cannot rely to the same extent as for geophysical
models on hindcasting; therefore, complementary evaluation
approaches such as comparison to more stylized historical
trends or comparison across models are used in addition. A
key outcome of transition scenarios is the scale and speed
at which new technologies deploy and diffuse. Independent
analyses of REMIND scenarios have shown that the model’s
early periods do not contradict historical experience (Wilson
et al., 2013; van Sluisveld et al., 2015). Moreover, the base
year calibration of the model, regional energy potentials, and
the techno-economic assumptions of technologies are regu-
larly reviewed in model comparison studies (e.g. Luderer et
al., 2018; Roelfsema et al., 2020; Bauer et al., 2018; Riahi et
al., 2017).

In the following, illustrative results of various REMIND
scenarios are compared to historical data. As the model starts
in 2005, this demonstrates that results for the overlapping
time span from 2005 to 2015(2019) fit to historical data. Fu-
ture projections take up historical trends and provide plau-
sible results of the future. For population and GDP, this is
shown in Fig. 1, and regional GHG emissions are compared
in Fig. 6. Figure A1 demonstrates global primary energy
pathways for coal, oil, gas, and biomass compared to histor-
ical data from IEA. Trajectories of global total final energy
and final energies of the building, industry, and transport sec-
tors in comparison to IEA data are shown in Fig. A2.
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Figure A1. Global primary energy consumption of different energy carriers for NPi and pkBudg900 (1.5 ◦C) scenarios of SSP1, SSP2 and
SSP5 compared to historical data from IEA.

Figure A2. Global final energy for sectors for NPi and pkBudg900 (1.5 ◦C) scenarios of SSP1, SSP2 and SSP5 compared to historical data
from IEA.
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Appendix B: Spatial resolution

The default spatial aggregation combines countries into 12
global regions. Table B1 shows the mapping of countries
(ISO country code) to the default REMIND regions as used
for this study.

Table B1. Regional mapping of REMIND regions and countries.

REMIND region ISO code of countries belonging to this region

LAM ABW, AIA, ARG, ATA, ATG ,BES, BHS, BLM, BLZ, BMU, BOL, BRA, BRB, BVT, CHL, COL, CRI, CUB,
CUW, CYM, DMA, DOM, ECU, FLK, GLP, GRD, GTM, GUF, GUY, HND, HTI, JAM, KNA, LCA, MAF,
MEX, MSR, MTQ, NIC, PAN, PER, PRI, PRY, SGS, SLV, SUR, SXM, TCA, TTO, URY, VCT, VEN, VGB,
and VIR

OAS AFG, ASM, ATF, BGD, BRN, BTN, CCK, COK, CXR, FJI, FSM, GUM, IDN, IOT, KHM, KIR, KOR, LAO,
LKA, MDV, MHL, MMR, MNG, MNP, MYS, NCL, NFK, NIU, NPL, NRU, PAK, PCN, PHL, PLW, PNG,
PRK, PYF, SGP, SLB, THA, TKL, TLS, TON, TUV, UMI, VNM, VUT, WLF, and WSM

SSA AGO, BDI, BEN, BFA, BWA, CAF, CIV, CMR, COD, COG, COM, CPV, DJI, ERI, ETH, GAB, GHA, GIN,
GMB, GNB, GNQ, KEN, LBR, LSO, MDG, MLI, MOZ, MRT, MUS, MWI, MYT, NAM, NER, NGA, REU,
RWA, SEN, SHN, SLE, SOM, SSD, STP, SWZ, SYC, TCD, TGO, TZA, UGA, ZAF, ZMB, and ZWE

EUR ALA, AUT, BEL, BGR, CYP, CZE, DEU, DNK, ESP ,EST, FIN, FRA, FRO, GBR, GGY, GIB, GRC, HRV,
HUN, IMN, IRL, ITA, JEY, LTU, LUX, LVA, MLT, NLD, POL, PRT, ROU, SVK, SVN, and SWE

NEU ALB, AND, BIH, CHE, GRL, ISL, LIE, MCO, MKD, MNE, NOR, SJM, SMR, SRB, TUR, and VAT

MEA ARE, BHR, DZA, EGY, ESH, IRN, IRQ, ISR, JOR, KWT, LBN, LBY, MAR, OMN, PSE, QAT, SAU, SDN,
SYR, TUN, and YEM

REF ARM, AZE, BLR, GEO, KAZ, KGZ, MDA, RUS, TJK, TKM, UKR, and UZB

CAZ AUS, CAN, HMD, NZL, and SPM

CHA CHN, HKG, MAC, and TWN

IND IND

JPN JPN

USA USA
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Appendix C: Modules of REMIND 2.1

Table C1 lists all modules of REMIND 2.1.3 and provides a
short description of the modules.

Table C1. Modules of REMIND 2.1.3.

Category Module name Description

Initial modules 01_macro Allows for the implementation of different macroeconomic modules
02_welfare Enables the implementation of different social welfare functions
04_PE_FE_parameters Calibrates primary energy (PE) and FE parameters
05_initialCap Initializes the vintage stocks of all energy conversion technologies

Climate 11_aerosols Calculates the air pollution emissions
15_climate Calculates the resulting climate variables
16_downscaleTemperature Downscales the global mean temperature path generated by MAGICC based on

REMIND emissions to the regional level

Macroeconomy 20_growth Decides whether to follow a quasi-exogenous growth path or an endogenous
growth path

21_tax Includes different types of taxes or ignores all taxes
22_subsidizeLearning Computes the level of subsidies for building capacities of learning technologies
23_capitalMarket Determines direction and volume of capital flows
24_trade Determines import and export of regions
26_agCosts Calculates the costs for agricultural production which is exogenous to REMIND
29_CES_parameters Either loads CES parameters or calibrates new CES parameters

Energy sectors 30_biomass Calculates the production costs of all types of primary energy biomass
31_fossil Calculates the costs of a specific amount of fossil resource extraction
32_power Determines the operation production decisions for the electricity supply
33_CDR Calculates carbon removed from the atmosphere by options other than BECCS

or afforestation
35_transport Calculates the transport demand composition as a part of the CES structure
36_buildings Calculates the demand for energy from buildings
37_industry Models final energy use in the industry sector and its subsectors, as well as the

emissions generated by them
38_stationary Represents the energy demand for the stationary sector (industry and building

sectors)
39_CCU Includes the possibility to use synthetic gas and liquids

Policy instruments 40_techpol Formulates technological policies
41_emicapregi Computes regional emission caps both in absolute terms and as a share of global

emissions
42_banking Allows for banking of emission permits
45_carbonprice Sets carbon price trajectories or adjusts them between iterations so that the de-

sired climate policy targets are met
47_regipol Includes region-specific policies

Damages 50_damages Calculates damages between iterations based on global mean temperature paths
from MAGICC

51_internalizeDamages Calculates the social cost of carbon based on damages in between iterations

Ex-post modules 70_water Calculates water demand in a post-processing mode

Solution algorithm 80_optimization Gives the opportunity to choose different solution algorithms
81_codePerformance Can be used to test the performance of the model
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Code and data availability. The REMIND code is imple-
mented in GAMS, whereas code and data management is
done using R. The REMIND 2.1.3 code is archived at Zen-
odo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4091409, Luderer et
al., 2020a). The technical model documentation is avail-
able from https://rse.pik-potsdam.de/doc/remind/2.1.3/ (last
access: 1 December 2020) and is also archived via Zen-
odo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4268254, Luderer et al.,
2020b). The GAMS code, results, and requisite scripts to pro-
duce the figures shown in this paper are archived at Zenodo
(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5047314, Baumstark, 2021).
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